ALL TASKS TO BE COMPLETED IN YOUR HOMEBOOK

A. Heritage unit – Australia then and now

The Commonwealth of Australia was declared on 1 January 1901. A week of celebrations took place around the nation. Create a collage of images that show Federation celebrations.

B. Oral Presentation

During next week in class (Week 2), you will be asked to deliver an oral presentation. The topic will be ‘The thing I enjoyed most in primary school was….’ Your presentation is to go for roughly 1-2 minutes. Make sure you practise your presentation a number of times before you present it to the class. Be mindful of your eye contact, expression and fluency whilst speaking, posture, use of cue cards and engaging the audience.

A. Maths

1. Financial maths

During Term 4, you will be receiving virtual pay as part of the Earn and Learn program. But, each week, you will need to pay 30% tax. How much pay would you ‘take home’ after you deduct 30% off the following?

1. $505
2. $545
3. $612

B. Writing

Re-write the following few sentences, showing the corrections in red

mygrants came too the colonys in the hope off makeing a fourtune weather from gold discoverys or in knew businesses peeples flockt two the citys in surch off werk thus creatin a availabull labor fource and new manafacturing industrys blosomed